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Chapter 220
Zhang Wuxuan snorted coldly and pushed Xu Guiya away with force,
sneering, “What’s wrong?I’m spending all this money to feed you, and
it’s just for this time to make me feel good, and you don’t want to, and a
lot of women want to fuck me!”

Xu Guiya’s pretty face was very ugly, she was in such pain not because
of how powerful Zhang Wuxuan was in bed, but because she had just
had an abortion for Zhang Wuxuan and her body was still in the recovery
stage.

But seeing that Zhang Wuxuan was unhappy, she still hurried forward to
fawn over him, “Brother Zhang, don’t you know how much people like
you?I’ll serve you well when I’m well again, okay?”

Zhang Wuxuan lay on the bed, Sun Qian’s pretty face floating in his
mind, he was suddenly on fire, he licked his lips and smiled, “Hehe, if
you feel sorry for me, why don’t you do me a favor, that friend of yours
named Sun Qian is not bad…”

Xu Guiya’s pretty face couldn’t help but go white upon hearing this,
revealing a touch of indignation, “Zhang Wuxuan!What do you mean, I’m
your girlfriend, what do you take me for when you talk like that in front
of me!”

Snap!As soon as she finished speaking, she was slapped in the eye by
Zhang Wuxuan, who stood up from the bed and pointed at Xu Guiya with
a sneer.



“Bitch, you really think you’re a princess, I’m just playing with you!Talk
to me again, and get out of my house!”

Xu Guiya was slapped silly by this slap, in the past, although Zhang
Wuxuan also didn’t take her seriously, he never did anything, but I never
thought he had enough of playing with himself and did this to himself.

“Zhang…right…sorry!”In her heart, she was infinitely aggrieved, but Xu
Guiya didn’t dare to show a trace of anger.

“Hey!”

Zhang Wuxuan touched her pretty face and pulled her into his arms.

“I know you’re sincere to me, but you have to understand, a man with a
successful career like mine, a woman definitely can’t be satisfied, and
that Sun Qian I’m going to fix!”After saying that, he slowly pressed Xu
Guiya’s head down.

Xu Guiya bit her lip, a tear falling from her eye.

A strange thought rose in her heart: “Is it better to marry a poor Haoden
Ye like Sun Qian, or to find a rich man like Zhang Wuxuan as her
boyfriend like herself?”

The night was quiet, and the crescent moon hung in the heavens, like a
smiling face that was mocking the countless weeping girls on the
ground.

When Haoden Ye woke up the next morning, he felt heavy, and when he
opened his eyes, the sight in front of him almost made his nose bleed
out.



The triple plywood on the bed fell to the floor at some point, and Sun
Qian, who was supposed to be on the other side of the triple plywood,
didn’t know when she had reached his side, her soft and delicate body
lying on her chest.

Moreover, she was only wearing a thin undergarment, almost naked, and
Haoden Ye’s eyes were white flowers.

Gulping down saliva, Haoden Ye felt his nose moisten and stretched out
his hand, blood red!

“Heartburn and ruptured capillaries!”A series of medical terms popped
up in Haoden Ye’s mind.

He quickly grabbed a piece of cloth to wipe his nose blood, into the nose
a fragrance, and when he finished wiping a look, it was Sun Qian’s shirt!

Haoden Ye laughed bitterly in his heart, carefully trying to push Sun
Qian away, but he just a block away, Sun Qian suddenly opened her
eyes.

When Sun Qian opened her eyes in a daze, she saw Haoden Ye staring
at her, his nostrils full of blood.

“Ah!What’s wrong with you and why are you bleeding!”Nervous, Sun
Qian even forgot her current awkward situation and quickly grabbed a
cloth to plug her nose for Haoden Ye.

“Thank you…thank you, you’d better get dressed!”Haoden Ye grabbed
his clothes and plugged his nose, looking embarrassed.

Only then did Sun Qian realize what was happening to her, and she
couldn’t help but ah, her pretty face blushing again.



She soon seemed to think of the reason for Haoden Ye’s nosebleed, and
couldn’t help but show a hint of smugness on her face again.

“Huh?Big pervert!”Sun Qian grunted and hurriedly put on her clothes,
only when she put on her shirt did she realize that there was blood all
over her shirt and her pretty face was red again.

When Haoden Ye saw her scowling look, he couldn’t help but roll his
eyes and said in a bad mood, “You still blame me, if you hadn’t run to
my side, why should I!”

As soon as the words died down, Sun Qian had already left that shirt
still on his face and said coquettishly, “If you weren’t imagining things,
you wouldn’t have a nosebleed, what did you just see?”

Haoden Ye laughed bitterly, thinking that you could even make sense out
of this.

Helplessly sighed, Haoden Ye got up from the bed, his back to Sun Qian
dressing, wondering in his mind, this triple plywood so acquainted, how
did it fall on the ground?

Behind him, Sun Qian looked at the triple plywood and bit her lip lightly.

The triple plywood was something she had gotten rid of last night while
Haoden Ye was sleeping, and she certainly wouldn’t tell Haoden Ye.

Of course, she didn’t do it with the intention of drinking Haoden Ye to
have something happen, she was a proud girl even though she had
Haoden Ye in her heart again, doing so just wanted to rest in Haoden
Ye’s arms.

Last night’s phone call between Haoden Ye and Maya Shen made her
feel very unhappy, and Miss Sun was furious.



“No matter how pretty you are, no matter how much Haoden Ye likes
you, your man is still sleeping for my mother!”Sun Qian couldn’t help
but think proudly as she hugged Haoden Ye.

The two of them hurriedly put on their clothes, and only then did Haoden
Ye turn around.

This turn, Haoden Ye’s face couldn’t help but change slightly.

At this time Sun Qian in an embroidered shirt, without the flashy color of
the city, became a pristine, beautiful and pure country girl, that a
showiness from the bones emitted out, let people feel a slight throb from
the heart.

However, that wasn’t what surprised Haoden Ye, what surprised Haoden
Ye was that he found a faint blackness lingering on Sun Qian’s forehead!

Sun Qian didn’t know the reason why Haoden Ye was staring at her,
being shaken uncomfortable by his gaze, and tweaked her clothes

“What are you looking at me for!If you like me now, but it’s too late, you
were so in love with your wife last night and gave me dog food, I can’t
forget it!”

Haoden Ye ignored her words and frowned, “Let’s go back later today,
you spend more time with your parents!”

Hearing Haoden Ye’s phone call, Sun Qian’s heart couldn’t help but feel
sweet, “Is he starting to get interested in me?Is there hope for my
mother’s golden son?”Sun Qian’s pretty face blushed slightly and began
to get embarrassed, nodding gently, “Well, I’ll do as you say!”



Haoden Ye wanted Sun Qian to stay because he was worried that if
something happened to Sun Qian, most likely in the city, this was just a
small village, what terrible things would happen?

He wanted to leave Sun Qian behind, just to find out the reason for this
black gas generation first.

“What exactly is the reason?Did Sun Qian offend someone in the city?”

Chapter 221
When she left the room, her grandmother greeted her with a pot of
mushroom chicken stew in her hand and a smile on her face.

“Why are you guys up so early, it would be nice to get more sleep!”As
he said that, he kept looking at Sun Qian, who was obviously not looking
at her daughter, but at her future grandson.

Haoden Ye hurried forward and wanted to receive the chicken soup,
saying, “Auntie, you don’t have to be busy, let me do it!”

Mother Sun hurriedly took a step back and shook her head repeatedly.

“How can this be, you’re a guest, besides cooking is a woman’s job, we
rural women aren’t as delicate as city women!”After saying that she
glared at Sun Qian, “Come over and give me a hand yet!”

Haoden Ye’s heart was amused, what era is this, Sun Mother is still
thinking like this, he even said, “City women are not delicate, but in the
eyes of us city men, women are for pain, and I also like to cook!”

Mother Sun was stunned and appalled, “You know how to cook?”



Haoden Ye nodded and jerked up his sleeves, “Let auntie try my craft
today, see if you can!”I said turning around and heading to the kitchen.

The Sun family’s kitchen was in front of the three tiled houses, a
separate small house, the stove still burned firewood, next to a seal box,
Haoden Ye had never used this thing, but he had seen it on TV and was
not rusty in using it.

Sun’s mother watched him skillfully boil water and wash vegetables,
then cut and fry them, her eyes about to smile.

“Yeh is amazing, capable and considerate, unlike my mouth!”At that
point, she turned her head to look at her daughter in a way that seemed
to say, “I’m a woman who doesn’t seem to deserve anyone!”

Sun Qian’s pretty face immediately pulled down when her mother looked
at her and pursed her lips, “Mom, what are you looking at me for!”

Sunmother cast a scowl over her shoulder, then averted her eyes.

At this time, Sun’s father came out of the house and saw that Haoden Ye
was busy cooking, and said with a straight face, “At home, how can you
let guests cook!”

Mother Sun turned her head and glared at her husband, “I’ve been
cooking for your family all my life, I haven’t seen you feel sorry for me,
people Xiao Ye feels sorry for me and let me try their handicraft by the
way, what’s wrong, no!”

Sun’s father’s accompanying face immediately wilted, and he turned
muffled into the house.

“Huh?Three Sun family members were bullied by a person with your
foreign name!”Sun Qian pursed her lips in displeasure.



“Stinky girl, this mouth has learned from the city people!”Sun mother
glared at her daughter, and turned around to see Haoden Ye’s busy
appearance also felt overwhelmed, stepping into the kitchen.

The two of them worked for a while, and soon a table of food was ready,
for Haoden Ye’s cooking skills, Sun’s father and mother were still a little
worried.

Father Sun put a piece of Haoden Ye’s braised lion’s head in his mouth,
tasted it carefully, his eyes couldn’t help but shine, and raised his
thumb: “Tastes good!It’s really good, catching up with our village’s big
chef Li!”

“Huh?It’s not that exaggerated!”

Sun Qian saw her father’s face of wonder, her heart is not painful up,
she also minded her mother just scolded her words, also quickly
clamped a piece of lion’s head in her mouth, after tasting, her eyes could
not help but brighten.

Mother Sun had also already eaten two bites, her face full of praise, and
she was looking at Haoden Ye like she was seeing treasure.

“To be a boss at such a young age, and to cook so well, and to love my
daughter, my daughter doesn’t know how many lifetimes of good
fortune!”

Sunmother was a little excited and her eyes were red.

Sun Qian’s pretty face also slightly floated with a whiff of happiness, but
this happiness was soon doused before she woke up to the fact that
Haoden Ye was not her boyfriend.



At this time, the door suddenly opened, and Sun Wei walked in with a
heavy face, sat down on his chair, and picked up his chopsticks without
uttering a word.

“Why are you getting unruly, can’t you see the guests are here, why
didn’t you say anything!”

Father Sun’s face immediately sank.

Sun Wei seemed to have just regained consciousness, and even raised
his head, “Mom and Dad, brother-in-law, I’m so sorry, I had something
on my mind just now!”

“You can’t be so rude about anything!”Mother Sun scolded her son and
whirled around with a worried face, “What’s wrong?”

Sun Wei picked up a piece of meat and put it to his mouth before eating
it again, and sighed heavily, “The stone factory has opened me up!”

“What!”Father Sun put the bowl down and glared into a pair of bull’s
eyes, “You’re in trouble again, aren’t you?I’ve long said that you need to
change your temper, how exactly have you offended people?”

“Is it his fault that his son got fired?Although Little Wei’s little mistakes
are constant, he’s not confused about the big things!”

When Sun’s mother saw that Sun’s father was angry with his son, her
face hardened and she glared at her husband, but then she said to Sun
Wei with concern, “What’s wrong?Did you make a mistake?”

Sun Wei laughed bitterly and spread his hands, “I don’t know ah, I asked
the reason, the factory director said that the stone factory business is
not good, can’t afford to support so many people!”



Upon hearing this, Sun’s father and grandmother they all frowned, Sun’s
father glared at his son, “Or do you work hard enough, why don’t people
drive others?”

Sun Wei didn’t dare to get angry with his old man, but he was aggrieved
and muttered no words.

Seeing that her parents were unhappy because of her brother, Sun
Qian’s pretty face also surfaced with a touch of sadness and thought,
“Let’s not let my brother go to the city, I’ll ask the connections to find
him a job!”

“No, just your brother that brain, what can he do if he goes, people in
the city have more rules, he will definitely embarrass you if he goes,
you’re just starting your career”

Father Sun shook his head repeatedly.

“People’s eyes are high, it’s hard for them to see you, but they can’t let
your brother spoil it!Just wait, you’ll stabilize before you let your brother
go!”

Sun Wei also hurriedly shook his head: “City people are very snobbish,
see you have a brother like me, no doubt look down on you, I more or
less have a mouth to feed on, wait for you to get rich in the future and
then take care of your brother.”

Sun Qian heard him say that and had no choice but to agree.

At this time, Mother Sun glanced at Haoden Ye and suddenly said, “How
about… Little Ye helping to arrange it?”

A single word made everyone’s eyes focus on Haoden Ye.



Arranging a job wasn’t difficult for Haoden Ye, and his pharmacy alone
had no problem feeding one more person.

But the point is that he and Sun Qian have to disguise their love affair,
and that means not letting Sun Wei work too close to him.

Thinking about it Haoden Ye could only turn to General Manager Wu, but
he didn’t dare to promise too much on this matter.

After all, people like Wu, who work underhand, want to know their roots.

Sun Qian was aware of Haoden Ye’s consideration, but the rest of the
Sun family didn’t know.

Before Sun Qian also said that Haoden Ye introduced her to Wu Dao, the
Sun family thought that he had a wide range of relationships, but I never
thought that arranging a job would be so difficult.

This made the Sun family somewhat disappointed, but since Haoden Ye
had agreed, there was hope, and they couldn’t accuse people of
anything.

Mother Sun immediately laughed, “Still Little Ye has a plan, let’s eat first,
there’s no rush about work!”

Chapter 222
Sun Wei, his face still bitter, sighed, “Hey, not only is he not allowed to
work in the factory anymore, he didn’t even pay me this quarter’s
salary!”

This is a rural area, there is usually less money to spend, so many
factories are paid quarterly, and Sun Wei’s salary for a full quarter will be
nearly 20,000.



Upon hearing this, Sun’s father and mother were somewhat distressed,
and Sun’s father frowned and had a look at his son, who seemed to have
made up his mind about something, before saying, “Let’s talk about this
after dinner!”

Everyone continued to eat, but the atmosphere was not as active as it
was just now, Haoden Ye felt very guilty, if he had a wider relationship,
he might be able to arrange a position for Sun Wei.

Although there was such a small episode, but Sun mother was still very
warm to Haoden Ye, always concerned to ask Haoden Ye if he had
enough rice.

While eating, the sound of a car horn suddenly came to mind at the door,
and everyone was curious to hear it.

“I’ll check it out!”Sun Wei put down his food and stood up, saying a
word and walking out.

Less than five minutes later, Sun Wei came back from his excitement
with a smile on his face, “Sister, there’s someone out there looking for
you, driving a nice, multi-million dollar car!”

The Sun family was surprised to hear that Sun Qian even knew someone
so rich.

Sun Qian also looked strange and quickly put down her food and got up
to look outside.

The Sun family also followed, and Haoden Ye was curious and followed
them.



When I arrived outside, I saw the limousine from yesterday parked in
front of Sun’s house, with two people standing next to it, namely Zhang
Wuxuan and Xu Guiya.

There were several limousines behind their cars, all of which looked
quite expensive, and there were several young people standing beside
them, all dressed in very expensive clothes and with the arrogance of
rich people on their faces.

Perhaps attracted by the pedestrian luxury, people from the left and right
came out to watch.

“Oh my, it’s Maya!”Seeing Xu Guiya, both Sun’s father and grandmother
looked surprised.

They had heard that Xu Guiya had found a very rich boyfriend, and Xu
Guiya’s parents had bragged about it to the village more than once.

“Aunt and Uncle!”Xu Guiya generously walked in the door and greeted
with a smile, then smiled at Sun Qian with a darkly smug face, “Xiao
Qian!”

Sun Qian frowned slightly and nodded her head in response.

“You two are Miss Sun’s family put!”

Zhang Wuxuan followed Xu Guiya in, carrying two boxes of things in his
hands and smiling, “My name is Zhang Wuxuan, Guiya’s boyfriend,
Guiya knows that Miss Sun is back, so she asked me to come over with
a gift.”

Sun’s father and mother immediately had enthusiastic smiles on their
faces upon hearing this, while Sun Wei’s face changed slightly as his
gaze swept over the gift in Zhang Wuxuan’s hand.



These two boxes can be hundreds of years of wild mountain ginseng,
just by looking at the box you can tell that the value is high.

“That’s not funny!”Father Sun saw Zhang Wuxuan hand over the gift and
quickly waved his hand to excuse himself.

“Oh, uncle don’t be polite, these two wild ginseng aren’t expensive, one
is only tens of thousands of dollars!”

Zhang Wuxuan smiled, his face full of carelessness about the money.

Once they heard the price, Sun’s father and grandmother were even
more afraid to accept it.

“Mom and Dad, people are being nice too, so just take it!”

Sun Wei thought that these two wild ginseng could nourish the body of
his parents, so he couldn’t refuse, and even went forward to receive the
gift.

Father Sun glared at his son and gave Zhang Wuxuan an embarrassed
smile.

At this time, many people had already gathered around the entrance of
the Sun family, and they all revealed a look of surprise when they saw
the generous Zhang Wuxuan.

“Whose family is this, so rich!”

“Stopped in front of Sun’s house, of course he’s a friend of the Sun
family, I heard that Sun’s daughter recently had a boyfriend in town, so
maybe it’s him.”



“Don’t be ridiculous, look at that girl, isn’t she the Xu family’s
Guiya?That guy is her boyfriend!”

“The Xu family’s daughter’s life is really good, don’t look at the Sun
family’s daughter is a college student, she’s still pretty, and the
boyfriend she finds is no match for others like Xu Guiya!”

“Hey, how come my daughter’s life isn’t so good!”

Listening to the gossip of the neighbor’s door, Father Sun was slightly
disappointed.

Xu Guiya was not as good as her own daughter no matter her looks or
talent, but the boyfriend that people found was so rich, and any gift was
tens of thousands of dollars, while Haoden Ye and Sun Qian came back
with just a little fruit.

He wasn’t a snob, but he also wanted his daughter’s future husband to
be richer.

Regardless of him, the rest of the Sun family was also very envious
when they saw how generous Zhang Wuxuan was.

“Everybody stop standing outside and come in and sit
down!”Sunmother sensed the embarrassment in the family’s
appearance and hurried.

“No auntie!”Xu Guiya had a smug smile on her face and tried to act like
a polite noblewoman, “We’re here today to find Maya out to play!”

“I’m not going!”As soon as her voice trailed off, Sun Qian immediately
said, “I still have to go back with my boyfriend today!”



Once Xu Guiya and Zhang Wuxuan heard her words, their faces didn’t
look good, while Sun’s father and grandmother, including Sun Wei, also
had unhappy looks on their faces.

“Xiao Qian, how can you be so rude, you and Gui Ya have been playing
together since you were a child, and it’s a good intention for people to
come and ask you out!”When Sun’s mother saw her daughter refuse the
invitation of her rich friend, she immediately sank.

My daughter is still on the rise, more than a rich friend on the road, they
this downward bitter life can not get ahead, is not because there are no
rich friends?

Mother Sun has suffered all her life, but she doesn’t want her daughter
to suffer as well.

“That’s the girl!”

Sun Wei also persuaded, “It just so happens that brother-in-law hasn’t
seen the scenery on our mountain, so you guys go out together!”

Seeing the argument between the Sun family members, Zhang Wuxuan
had a smirk on his lips.

“Huh!In front of the rich, these hicks all have the same face, I’ll see how
much longer you Sun Qian can pretend to be noble!”When his eyes
glanced at Haoden Ye, the sneer on his face became even stronger:
“After today, let Sun Qian completely die on you!”

With her family advising her this way, Sun Qian also ran out of ideas and
turned her head to look over at Haoden Ye.

Haoden Ye had already seen that Zhang Wuxuan was attracted to Sun
Qian and wanted to embarrass himself, but he didn’t mind.



He had met more than one such rich man like Zhang Wuxuan, and he
had also seen quite a few truly rich people, and Sun Qian had naturally
seen quite a few as well.

In her eyes, Zhang Wuxuan’s stream was not at all desirable to her.

Although he was only pretending to be Sun Qian’s boyfriend, he didn’t
want Sun Qian to actually be with someone like Zhang Wuxuan.

Smiling slightly, Haoden Ye nodded, “Since Mr. Zhang invited us, we’d
better go… Right, Brother Sun will come along too!”

He handed over Sun Wei because he was afraid that Zhang Wuxuan
would see that Sun Qian was unmoved and had some misdeeds to look
after with one more person and one more pair of eyes.

Chapter 223
“Brother Zhang, I heard that your mine’s production this year is even
better than last year, so your family should get at least two hundred
million this year!”

“The technicians at Zhang’s mine a few years back were some bitter
ha-ha’s, but now they’ve all changed to college students, so of course
mechanized mining has high yields!”

“Hehe, to think that Brother Zhang was the bottom of our class in terms
of studies, so what now, those college students who are the top in
studies are still working for Brother Zhang!”

“Zhang is so rich, don’t you plan to invest in two plays?”



The car slowly moved on the mountain road, and the two people sitting
in a car with Haoden Ye and the others immediately began to kiss Zhang
Wuxuan’s ass.

Although the filming was a little meatier, Sun Wei was still very surprised
to hear that Zhang Wuxuan’s family was earning 200 million dollars a
year.

It is Haoden Ye, listening to this heart also surprised very, to know that
the annual income of 200 million, this has exceeded many domestic
many big entrepreneurs.

Thinking about the many entrepreneurs who had worked hard and
exhausted their lives to create a company to hit this standard, while
Zhang Wuxuan’s family could get so much money with just one mine,
Haoden Ye’s heart was truly a little sobering.

Zhang Wuxuan was so proud of these flatteries that his pair of eyes
never wanted to leave Sun Qian’s figure.

But Sun Qian did not even want to look at him, as if she did not hear a
few people talking, Zhang Wuxuan’s heart was just not happy.

“Hey, what’s the use of having money,” Zhang Wuxuan withdrew his
gaze from looking at Sun Qian and showed a lost look, “Am I Zhang
Wuxuan a man who relies on family money?My dream is to make a
career out of my own work!”The tone is impassioned.

“Yes, a man as capable as Zhang is not someone who relies on his
family’s money, I’ve heard that Zhang has invested in a few projects of
his own now and is making a lot of money.”

As soon as Zhang Wuxuan finished speaking, someone immediately
began to flatter him.



Zhang Wuxuan’s words seemed to have caught Sun Qian’s attention,
and her beautiful eyes flowed, surprised, apparently not expecting him
to say such words back.

“Good, Mr. Zhang is a real man to say such things!”Sun Wei was also
greatly moved by Zhang Wuxuan’s words.

Zhang Wuxuan smiled modestly and whirled around to Sun Wei, “I see
that Brother Sun seems to be in a bad mood!”

Sun Wei was in a low mood on this journey because of his dismissal, but
he never expected to be seen by Zhang Wuxuan and sighed, “Hey, it’s
nothing, I got fired from my job!”

Zhang Wuxuan laughed as he heard, “This is no problem, come work in
my company, how about I give you a position as a security minister?You
can manage a dozen people under your hand!”

Sun Wei immediately revealed an incredulous look when he heard it,
never expecting Zhang Wuxuan to be so good to himself, and
immediately said gratefully, “Thank you, Mr. Zhang!”

At the same time, he glanced carelessly at Haoden Ye and sighed in his
heart, “Hey, if only this brother-in-law of mine had this kind of skill!”

“Thank you, Mr. Zhang!”Seeing this, Sun Qian’s favorable impression of
Zhang Wuxuan was raised and she smiled slightly.

Zhang Wuxuan was delighted and sneered in his heart, “Humph!You
were so proud just now, but now you’re still trying to scratch your head
at me?”Thinking of this, he glanced at Haoden Ye, trying to see the ugly
look on his face at this point.



It was unexpected that Haoden Ye was now looking out the window,
looking very surprised.

Zhang Wuxuan was strange and subconsciously took a look as well, but
he saw that the outside was just a lonely and desolate mountain, there
was nothing ah.

Haoden Ye when saw something at this time, of course he couldn’t see,
the mountain that Zhang Wuxuan thought was desolate was now
haunted by a purple smoke.

The smoke was very thick and hinted at a purple halo!

Bliss!Two words popped up in Haoden Ye’s mind at this time.

Based on his experience in looking at chi, black represents bad luck,
dark red represents blood and light disasters, and red represents the
Red Luan star moving.

Of course, exactly how to judge it would depend on a feeling he
perceived, which was so subtle that sometimes the same color gave
Haoden Ye a different feeling, and he would be able to determine
whether it was auspicious or bad luck.

And this violet energy is clearly auspicious!

In other words, that seemingly insignificant hill is a feng shui treasure in
the world!

Haoden Ye now immediately had the urge to get out of the car and take a
look, but he gave up on the idea when he thought of how to explain it to
the crowd.



“Purple Qi is so thick, it should be more than just a feng shui treasure,
there might be treasures!”With experience, Haoden Ye made an
assumption.

Crossing this hill, the car listened down, the people got out, and the
square looked out over a beautiful landscape.

Of course, compared to those landscapes on TV, this place is slightly
desolate, with only a small lake.

The blue water of the lake wasn’t clear, and there were more weeds than
numbers around, yet even so it was a natural scenery that Haoden Ye,
who grew up in the city, rarely saw.

As soon as everyone got off the bus, Zhang Wuxuan said to Haoden Ye,
“I’ll go around with them, you set up the tent!”

There was a command in the tone.

Sun Qian’s face sank as soon as she heard it, Sun Wei’s face also
looked a bit ugly, while Xu Guiya’s few people were smiling coldly.

“I’ll also stay and pitch my tent with him,” Sun Qian immediately said.

Zhang Wuxuan did not expect that after seeing his performance in the
Sun family, he had found a job for her brother, Sun Qian would still be
loving to him, and his face went cold.

“Hard work is our men’s business, women don’t have to do anything
today!”Zhang Wuxuan showed a very manly look.

“Yes Celeste, contributing is a man’s job, we women just have to enjoy
it!”Xu Guiya also smiled coquettishly.



“I say Miss Sun, you’re too ignorant of Boss Zhang’s kindness, it’s a
blessing that someone in Boss Zhang’s position cares about you!”

“That’s right, I say Haoden Ye ah, can you bear to see your girlfriend
suffer?”Several of Zhang Wuxuan’s companions followed suit.

Haoden Ye listened to the sarcasm of the people around him, and a
smirk appeared at the corner of his mouth.

“I think what a girl is most afraid of is not suffering, but following the
wrong person, I love Sun Qian, truly love her, she is willing to follow me
to suffer, I will love her for the rest of my life, what I value is not her
looks!”

Haoden Ye valiantly smiled and swept his gaze over the crowd.

“But her willingness to suffer with me!Also, I don’t think that a woman
doesn’t have to do anything just because she’s pretty, and if you love a
woman you should reflect her value more!”

Although it didn’t sound like sweet words, to Sun Qian’s ears it sounded
better than a mountain oath.

And stopping in Xu Guiya’s ears, it was a cold smile.

“Oh my, Mr. Yeh is so great!”Zhang Wuxuan’s companions snickered
and mocked Haoden Ye up without mincing words.

Zhang Wuxuan also found it ridiculous to hear that and sneered, “Alright
then, let her stay if she likes to work!”I said to myself, “I’d like to see
how you’re going to show your sincerity tonight!”

Chapter 224



The group went out for a tour, leaving Haoden Ye, Sun Qian and Sun Wei
behind.

Sun Wei’s face was not good from just now, and although Haoden Ye’s
words were beautiful, he wanted more for his sister not to suffer, thus
his attitude towards Haoden Ye was also cold.

As soon as the people left, he said he’d go get some rocks to secure the
tent ropes.

Sun Qian didn’t feel delicate because she was a big star, and jerked up
her sleeves to get ready to work, but Haoden Ye held her back.

“What are you doing?”Sun Qian looked at Haoden Ye with a puzzled
look on her face and whirled around with an amused look on her face,
“Didn’t you just say that you don’t think that pretty women don’t have to
do anything and like to suffer with you?”

Touching his nose, Haoden Ye shrugged his shoulders, “But I didn’t say
I wouldn’t feel bad, I’ll try my best to keep her from suffering, besides
we’re not really a couple!”

A glimmer of gloom flashed across Sun Qian’s eyes, and she deflated,
holding up her arms and grunting, “Hmph!You’re still a liar after
all!There’s no such thing as a good thing as a man!”

Haoden Ye didn’t know where she got the evil fire from and shook his
head to go to work.

With his strength, he finished the work that usually only a few people
could finish in a short while, and when Sun Wei came back, he saw
several tents neatly set up and had a surprised look on his face.



But it soon occurred to him that it was useless for Haoden Ye to have
two handfuls of strength, could he make his sister happy?

Sitting on the grass to rest for two hours or so before Zhang Wuxuan
and the others returned, a few people were joking and laughing,
obviously having a good time, on the other hand, Haoden Ye and the
three of them were a bit lonely.

Haoden Ye, in particular, was dirty and looked very wretched.

“Haoden Ye, you’re too lazy, why don’t you make a bonfire!”Xu Guiya
came back and sat down on her butt, unhappy with Haoden Ye.

“Haoden Ye has been busy for half a day and you guys haven’t done
anything, and you still have the nerve to talk!”Sun Qian was immediately
unhappy.

“Miss Sun, you’re too defensive of Haoden Ye, what do you mean you
didn’t do anything, the things we bought for this dating can be paid for
by Brother Zhang, we can eat imported canned food, a box is several
hundred, Brother Zhang has paid for it, and you still let us contribute!”

“That’s right, money for money, no money for work, who let your
boyfriend have no money!”Several people immediately laughed.

Sun Qian looked at them as annoying but didn’t want to argue anymore,
Zhang Wuxuan was generous enough to stand up and say, “It’s better
for me to get some firewood, I’m nothing but money, but we’re all equal!”

“How about this, or I’ll go!”Sun Wei quickly stood up at the news, he
was the last person to let others say that they were taking advantage of
him.



Zhang Wuxuan immediately excused himself, and within two sentences,
he no longer insisted.

The bonfire was made, and the people sat down to eat and chat, a row of
their happy scene, but most of them were a few other people kissing
Zhang Wuxuan’s ass and Xu Guiya’s ass, and were very indifferent to
Haoden Ye.

After a tour, it was already getting late, so Zhang Wuxuan stood up and
said, “Alright, let’s all go back to rest!”

Sun Qian already couldn’t stand this bunch of people anymore, and
immediately stood up at the news, pulling Haoden Ye’s hand, “Let’s go,
let’s go back to the tent!”

Haoden Ye followed and got up to go inside the tent, and as soon as he
stepped out of the two sections, he heard Zhang Wuxuan’s voice behind
him say, “Slow down!”

When the two men turned around, they saw Zhang Wuxuan’s pale face
as he said, “How can you two monopolize one tent when there are so
few of them?Let’s get two girls a tent.”

Haoden Ye turned his head to look at the six or seven tents, two people
a tent is enough, Zhang Wuxuan this clearly does not want to see
himself and Sun Qian a tent ah.

“By what!There’s not enough tents for you guys to squeeze in, this tent
is set up by me and Haoden Ye, we both need a tent to rest in!”Sun Qian
was immediately displeased.

“Aww, people’s young couples don’t want to be apart and want to do
something at night, I think Zhang should just stop breaking them up!”



“Yeah, it’s beautiful, it’s just right for a field trip!”

The gang began to scoff, Sun Qian’s pretty face flushed red, while Sun
Wei’s face was even more ugly.

“Xiao Qian, you’re in a tent with Guiya, I’ll be with Haoden Ye!”Sun Wei
sank down.

As soon as Sun Qian heard that her brother was defending Zhang
Wuxuan, she immediately said angrily, “Brother, they are bullying
people, why are you on his side!”

“Shenny, how are you talking, I think it’s right that Zhang has arranged it
this way!”Sun Wei looked nervous as he listened, he was afraid that Sun
Qian had offended Zhang Wuxuan.

Sun Qian still wanted to speak, but she was pulled by Haoden Ye, who
smiled and said, “Let’s split up, we’ll go back tomorrow morning!”

Sun Wei’s words Sun Qian didn’t want to listen, but once Haoden Ye
persuaded her to be good immediately, she nodded gently and said,
“Alright!I’ll go back in the morning and never come out with these guys
again!”

Zhang Wuxuan’s eyes flashed with a malevolent glint as he watched the
two of them intimately, and he looked at Xu Guiya with a sneer on his
lips.

Xu Guiya sensed his gaze, and a glimmer of gloom flashed across her
eyes.

The first time to sleep in the countryside, Haoden Ye tossed and turned
unable to sleep, used to the city life, even at night traffic and noise he



can fall asleep, but now hear a cricket chirping are noisy he could not
sleep.

Tossing and turning for most of the day, just when Haoden Ye was a little
sleepy, his phone suddenly rang, and Haoden Ye pulled out his phone,
and saw that it showed a message from Sun Qian.

“Haoden Ye, come out for a moment, I’ll wait for you by the stream!”

Haoden Ye was wondering what Sun Qian was looking for him in the
middle of the night, and with his doubts he got dressed and went out of
the tent, all the way to the river, but he didn’t see Sun Qian.

The night was quiet, and Haoden Ye searched left and right for half a
day, when suddenly clattering sounds rang out inside the sleep, and
Haoden Ye subconsciously looked over, his face changing slightly.

A seductive figure emerged from the river in the moonlight, her
nakedness wrapped in the thick of the night, creating a silhouette in the
moonlight.

“Sun Qian, you…you’re taking a shower?”Haoden Ye swallowed his
saliva, remembering last night’s scene.

Sun Qian didn’t say anything and walked straight towards Haoden Ye,
her long wet hair swaying behind her, her extremely seductive and petite
body like a feast of desire.

However, when he walked in, Haoden Ye realized that this person was
not Sun Qian, but Xu Guiya.

Shocked, Haoden Ye quickly looked away, “Sorry, I thought it was Sun
Qian… she didn’t tell me you were there!”



It had to be said that Xu Guiya’s body was also very alluring, and unlike
Sun Qian, she already exuded the seductive storm clouds of a mature
woman.

“Oh, nasty! You were very bold when you just peeked at me!”The voice
was from far and near, and Xu Guiya didn’t seem to have any intention of
avoiding Haoden Ye, instead, she walked up to him.

Chapter 225
“I…I didn’t peek at you…where’s Sun Qian?”

Haoden Ye was a first brother in the end, and Xu Guiya’s teasing so
boldly made him blush.

“Sun Qian is still sleeping in the tent, I sent you the text message!”

A hand suddenly pressed on Haoden Ye’s shoulder, and Xu Guiya’s
delicate body pressed over, emitting a coolness.

The woman’s scent mixed with the slightly fishy smell of the river water
entered Haoden Ye’s nostrils, causing Haoden Ye’s body to be
uncontrollable.

“What…what are you doing, let go of me!”Haoden Ye wanted to push Xu
Guiya away, but his touch was her cool skin, and Haoden Ye quickly
retracted his hand.

“What’s the pretence, if you don’t like pretty women how will you look at
Sun Qian!You men are all cheating cats, taking advantage of women
when you get the chance, and now you have a woman in front of you, so
why are you pretending!”



Xu Guiya looked despicable, as if Haoden Ye was wrong for not doing
anything to her instead!

“It’s not that you don’t like Zhang Wuxuan, but now that you’ve been
given the chance to fuck his woman, you still don’t cherish it?”

Xu Guiya’s voice sounded in Haoden Ye’s ears, and a chill drifted into
the inside of Haoden Ye’s ears.

Haoden Ye’s heartbeat gradually accelerated, and this temptation was
different from last night’s.

There was still a layer of friendship between him and Sun Qian, Haoden
Ye didn’t want to ruin this, but Xu Guiya was different, Haoden Ye and
her basically had no interaction, even if they had sex now, they could
pretend that nothing happened later.

“You… you’re not kidding, don’t you like rich people like Zhang
Wuxuan?How did it look to me!”

Haoden Ye swallowed his saliva and tried to keep himself awake.

“Huh?Zhang Wuxuan is a rich man, I prefer men with substance, like
you!”

Xu Guiya’s actions became bolder and bolder, skillfully teasing Haoden
Ye’s desire.

For a moment, Haoden Ye almost fell, but the sudden appearance of
Maya Shen’s figure in his mind brought him to his senses.

“I can’t be sorry for Gureya!”Haoden Ye gulped down a mouthful of
saliva and boldly raised his hand to push Xu Guiya away.



Xu Guiya had thought she had gotten her way, but unexpectedly Haoden
Ye suddenly pushed her away, causing her to almost fail to stand still
and look at Haoden Ye with a startled face, “You… what are you pushing
me for!”

Haoden Ye wasn’t completely awake at this point, but his senses had
overcome his desires, and he took a deep breath.

“I’m sorry Miss Xu, I’m different from you rich people, you rich people
can do whatever you want, it’s become a habit, but I’m a poor person
who still cherishes my feelings, I won’t be sorry for her!”

The “she” he mentioned was Maya, but Xu Gui Ya understood it to be
Sun Qian.

A strange look flashed across her eyes, and Xu Guiya didn’t even return
for a moment.

A beautiful woman like himself was so tempting, and Haoden Ye was
able to resist?

“Haoden Ye, you’re still not a man!Isn’t there any interest in me at
all?”Xu Guiya’s heart rose with anger and questioned.

“Miss Xu, I Chengren you are beautiful and I have a good feeling about
your looks, if I were single I would have something with you today, but
unfortunately, I already have someone in mind, so… I’m sorry!”After
Haoden Ye said that, he turned around and left.

Only then did Xu Guiya regain her senses, remembering tonight’s plan,
she quickly put down her anger and quickly stepped forward to hug
Haoden Ye, shouting in alarm, “Help, someone!”



Her voice was not loud, but very sharp, and it was certain to be heard
over the camp.

Haoden Ye’s face changed slightly, and he broke away from Xu Guiya’s
hug with force, turning around and saying angrily, “What are you doing!”

Instead of answering him, Xu Guiya continued to pounce on him, her
seductively petite body directly attached to Haoden Ye’s body, causing
Haoden Ye to suddenly not react and be thrown to the ground by her.

“Help!Come on people!”Xu Guiya screamed even louder.

Haoden Ye hinted at something and reached out to push Xu Guiya away
again, his touch was the softest part of her body, causing the strength in
Haoden Ye’s hand to weaken a little.

But Xu Guiya was a girl in the end, far less strong than Haoden Ye, and
was pushed away by him for some distance, and at this time, lights
suddenly lit up behind Haoden Ye, and a voice said angrily, “Haoden Ye,
what are you doing to my girlfriend!”

When Haoden Ye turned around, he saw Zhang Wuxuan looking at
himself with an angry face, while Sun Qian and Sun Wei and the others
were standing behind Zhang Wuxuan, all incredulous.

And only at this time did the Maya Shen on Haoden Ye’s body step back
and cry, “Honey, he… he wants to rape me!”

“You’re lying!”Haoden Ye quickly stood up and explained to the crowd,
“She was the one who used Sun Qian to text me on her cell phone to…”

“Haoden Ye, you’ve got the guts to beat him to death!”



How could Zhang Wuxuan give Haoden Ye almost an explanation,
immediately shouting with an angry face, while turning to Sun Qian,
“Sun Qian, I never thought your boyfriend was this kind of person!”

Sun Wei was also shaking with anger at this point and wanted to go over
and punch Haoden Ye twice.

His own sister followed Haoden Ye he already felt pity, but now Haoden
Ye actually did such a thing.

However, at this time he was more concerned about his sister’s feelings,
so he looked over at Sun Qian with a nervous look.

Sun Qian’s performance surprised him greatly, and Sun Wei did not see
any anger on her face, but rather a look of concern.

“You all stop, I’ll call the police on anyone who tries to hurt my
boyfriend!”Sun Qian saw Zhang Wuxuan’s men surrounding Haoden Ye
and immediately shouted.

Those people were already ready to do something, and as soon as they
heard that, they immediately stopped and turned their heads to look at
Sun Qian.

“Sun Qian, what do you mean!”Sun Qian’s reaction was very surprising
to Zhang Wuxuan, who glared at Sun Qian, “Your boyfriend did this kind
of thing and you’re helping him?”

“Exactly!”Sun Wei was also outraged, “Xiao Qian, he did such a thing,
brother can’t forgive him!”

“That’s between me and him, what business is it of yours, and I want to
hear his explanation on this matter!”Sun Qian snorted and walked up to
Haoden Ye, blocking him with her body.



Everyone was looking at Sun Qian incredulously, it was reasonable to
say that a girl’s first reaction to this kind of thing was definitely anger,
but why wasn’t Sun Qian angry?

They didn’t know that Haoden Ye was originally pretending to be Sun
Qian’s boyfriend, and that Haoden Ye’s wife, Maya Shen Sun Qian had
seen, was a girl whose looks and temperament even Sun Qian had to
admire.

And although Xu Guiya is beautiful, she is a hundred thousand miles
away from Maya, Haoden Ye would not even touch himself and would
come to rape Xu Guiya?

Besides, even if Haoden Ye was really horny, there was no need to use
rape like this, this was the river, as long as Xu Guiya made a little noise,
the camp would hear it, Haoden Ye was not an idiot, he would feel this
kind of thing to come.

There is also the relationship behind Haoden Ye she is aware of, with his
relationship with General Manager Wu, what kind of woman can’t get?

Chapter 226
“Yes!I’d like to hear how he explains it too!”

Zhang Wuxuan saw Sun Qian trusting Haoden Ye so much and hated it,
yet he still obeyed Sun Qian’s wishes.

In today’s situation, even if Haoden Ye were Zhuge Liang, I’m afraid he
wouldn’t be able to have a battle of words.

As his eyes swept past a pair of distrustful eyes, Haoden Ye smiled
bitterly in his heart, but he could only try to make things as clear as
possible.



“I received a message from Xiao Qian at night asking me to wait for her
here, and when I came here, I found that she was the only one here!”

Haoden Ye said, pointing at the aggrieved-looking Xu Guiya, “Later I
realized that she stole the pastime’s phone to text me to come over!”

“You’re talking nonsense, it’s obvious that I’m taking a shower here and
you’re peeking and not saying anything, but you want to violate me!”

The inside of Xu Guiya’s eyes were filled with tears, and she looked like
she was grieving.

“Huh?Who are you kidding, why is my girlfriend texting you from Sun
Qian’s phone?”

Zhang Wuxuan also looked furious.

“I was weird, so I asked her, and she said that she didn’t like a
douchebag like Zhang Wuxuan and wanted to have sex with me…”

Don’t tell anyone else this statement, Haoden Ye himself wanted to
believe it, but it did happen.

Sure enough, as soon as he spoke, Zhang Wuxuan’s men immediately
let out mocking laughter.

“What a joke, Guiya and Zhang are so close, and you say he came to
seduce you?”

“Don’t you see what you are, that Guia would fancy you?”

Sun Wei’s face was also gloomy, Haoden Ye’s words, lying ghosts don’t
believe!



Xu Guiya even showed a sad look and threw herself into Zhang
Wuxuan’s arms crying, “Honey, don’t believe this bastard, he slandered
me, you’re so good, how could I betray you?”

This weeping was comparable to that of an international superstar ah,
making Haoden Ye’s words even more of a joke.

Zhang Wuxuan laughed coldly in his heart and looked at Haoden Ye with
a despicable gaze, saying, “Hmph, let’s see if Sun Qian dies on you this
time!”Mouth pretended to comfort Xu Guiya, “Baby don’t be afraid, of
course I believe you!”

Just as the crowd was laughing, Sun Qian’s voice suddenly sounded,
“So that’s how it is!”

As soon as she spoke, everyone stopped laughing and looked over, but
Sun Qian looked angry and turned her head to Xu Guiya, “Guiya, I treat
you as a friend, but you want to sleep with my husband, that’s too
unjust!”

Everyone revealed a surprised look, no one thought that Sun Qian would
believe Haoden Ye at this time.

Zhang Wuxuan’s mouth opened to fight, stunned at Sun Qian.

“Sister, are you stupid!Or did Haoden Ye fill you with ecstasy, and you
believe that?”

Sun Wei’s face turned red with anger and looked at Sun Qian.

“Brother!Do I look like an idiot to you?The man I chose, I naturally trust
him!”Sun Qian’s face was calm as she looked at Sun Wei.



“You… “Sun Wei stared at both eyes and was about to jump up in anger,
but looking at his sister’s determined gaze, he sighed sorrowfully and
helplessly, “It’s better to wait until we go home and let our parents talk
to our sister.”

It’s not surprising that he reacted this way, even though he paid for all of
Sun Qian’s schooling, and he began to understand that his sister had
been an opinionated person since childhood, and her brain was much
better than his.

As a child she was able to be half the family, and often times listened to
her herself.

This obedience is subliminal, so much so that he doesn’t know how to
correct any irrational behavior on the part of his sister.

“Sun Qian, what do you mean, are you saying that I’ve seduced your
boyfriend?”Xu Guiya’s pretty face was cold, looking at Sun Qian coldly.

“That’s right, Sun Qian, don’t be confused, this Haoden Ye is not a good
person!”Zhang Wuxuan’s heart was itching to hate Haoden Ye, but he
had to act like a good guy on his face.

“It’s easy to verify his words, what era are we in now, smartphone
storage can be recovered, spend a few dollars to restore the files and
you’ll see, if not, then isn’t Haoden Ye lying?”Sun Qian’s face was pale.

That made Zhang Wuxuan and Xu Guiya turn pale, how did they both
know that cell phones had this function!

Smartphone data can indeed be recovered, but the software costs
dozens of dollars, Sun Qian, a college student, knows, where Zhang
Wuxuan, a wealthy man, knows.



Sensing the panic in the eyes of the two men, Sun Qian’s lips revealed a
smirk.

“Mr. Zhang, if you don’t believe Haoden Ye, you can come with me to
Dan City tomorrow and we’ll just verify if it’s really my boyfriend trying
to rape Xu Guiya.”

“I can also be your witness, and if not, you two are legally responsible
for insulting my boyfriend!”

Zhang Wuxuan’s expression was wonderful at this time, and his heart
was gradually rising with anger towards Sun Qian.

“Bitch!I didn’t think it would be this hard to deal with, but I’ll spare you
today!”

In his heart, he cursed viciously, but Zhang Wuxuan was being generous
on the surface.

“I’ve been so busy lately that I haven’t had time, and since this kid didn’t
violate Guia, I’m done with him!From now on you keep this kid away
from me and my girlfriend!”After saying that, he pulled Xu Guiya to the
tent.

“Take care, Mr. Zhang!”Sun Wei saw that Zhang Wuxuan was angry and
hurriedly said politely.

The others also dispersed, and Haoden Ye walked up to Sun Qian with a
grateful face, “Thank you Xiao Qian, I didn’t expect you to trust me so
much!”

“Hmph, I’m just an actress, I can understand this bit of Xu Guiya’s acting
skills as soon as I see it!”Sun Qian smiled proudly, “Besides, you’re just
a wide-eyed blind person, how can you see that Xu Guiya is pretty?”



Haoden Ye was stunned, thinking, Xu Guiya is beautiful or not, I still
can’t tell, what does she mean by that?

Seeing how close the two of them still were, Sun Wei shook his head
and sighed, although he was also surprised by Zhang Wuxuan’s reaction
just now, he still trusted Zhang Wuxuan more than Haoden Ye’s words.

“Go back to bed!”Sun Qian pulled on Haoden Ye’s hand and pointed to
her tent.

With a hmmm, Haoden Ye walked towards Sun Wei’s tent, but before
taking two steps, he heard Sun Qian’s unkind voice saying, “Where are
you going!”

Haoden Ye was stunned and looked at him in confusion.

Originally Zhang Wuxuan was alone in a tent, he thought that Sun Qian
must be very angry with Haoden Ye after today’s events, and he took
advantage of her sadness to take down the girl.

Of course it was going to be one tent per person, and now when he went
back just now, he brought Xu Guiya to his own tent as well, turning into
Sun Qian one tent per person.

“You…rest at my place tonight!”Sun Qian’s face was slightly red.

Only then did Haoden Ye understand what she meant and quickly said,
“I’d rather be in a tent with my brother.”

As soon as he finished speaking, Sun Qian’s pretty face plastered up, “I
still have a score to settle with you!”



After saying leaning closer to him, “Let’s put on another show tonight to
make Zhang Wuxuan completely die, and… I’m afraid he’ll come
harassing me at night!”

Chapter 227
Haoden Ye thought it was not bad, so he nodded, “Okay!”

Sun Qian’s face was only a little better this time, full of a blush, and
turned her head to Sun Wei, “Brother, you should also rest early.”Finish
regardless of the two men heading to the tent.

“Ahem, brother, I’m going to rest!”Haoden Ye looked at Sun Wei and
looked embarrassed.

“Yeh, wait a minute!”Sun Wei called out to Haoden Ye and waited for
Sun Qian to walk away before he said with a heavy face, “Tell me
honestly, are you interested in Xu Guiya or not!”

“Brother, can’t you see, it’s obvious that this kid Zhang Wuxuan has
fallen for Xiao Qian and set me up!”Haoden Ye explained with a bitter
smile.

“Well?”

Sun Wei looked surprised, of course he knew that if Haoden Ye was
innocent, it was Zhang Wuxuan who was behind it, but why Zhang
Wuxuan did it, he wasn’t sure.

“You said Mr. Zhang… Oh, Zhang Wuxuan has a crush on our Xiao
Qian?”

Haoden Ye laughed bitterly in his heart, this Sun Wei was also slow
enough, he nodded his head incessantly.



Sun Wei’s face slightly showed a sudden look, no wonder Zhang
Wuxuan hated Haoden Ye so much, he was interested in his sister.

Thinking that his sister had almost tricked him, Sun Wei was angry, but
on second thought, he couldn’t do anything about it.

“Hey!All in all, it’s because the sister is too pretty, and this
brother-in-law… is also too useless to even have the guts to find
someone to settle a score with after being pitied like this!”Although Sun
Wei’s impression of Zhang Wuxuan was reduced to a low point, he
couldn’t feel good about Haoden Ye in the slightest.

“You go rest, there’s this thing, and I’m keeping an eye on this
guy!”Sighing inwardly, Sun Wei nodded his head.

Back inside the tent, Haoden Ye saw that Sun Qian had already laid
down to rest, covered with a thin layer of blanket, her exquisite body
protruding.

Haoden Ye’s heart was a jump, such a big beauty lying in front of him,
said it was impossible not to be impressed, but he didn’t dare to have
any thoughts, gulped his saliva and lay next to her.

“Hey!”Sun Qian didn’t even fall asleep and slowly turned around.

The tent was already small, so that the two men were even face to face.

Haoden Ye’s face couldn’t help but blush, suppressing his gradually
accelerating heartbeat, “What’s wrong?”

“Just sleep?Didn’t we agree to be angry at Zhang Wuxuan?”Sun Qian bit
her lips, her eyes seductive.

“How are we going to piss him off?”



Haoden Ye’s brain was a bit muddled, he wasn’t a person with an
unyielding will, yet with such a beautiful woman lying in front of him, it
would be impossible to say that he wasn’t impressed!

“Well…why don’t you shake the tent, and…that’s me…my……”

Sun Qian lowered her head, her eyes watery inside, and her cheeks were
about to drip with blood.

How could Haoden Ye not be innocent, his heart just jumped, yet
thinking of Zhang Wuxuan’s angry appearance after hearing that, he also
felt like trying.

Soon, Haoden Ye gently shook up the tent, while Sun Qian also
cooperated by saying loudly, “Honey, you’re amazing!”

They were both very shy at first, but by the end of the day they both
thought it was kind of fun and they both let go.

They were happy, but here Zhang Wuxuan was angry and wanted to
jump up adult.

The two tents were not close to each other, but the sound was clear to
the ears.

“Wu Xuan, I don’t think Sun Qian likes you at all, so let’s forget about it!”

When Xu Guiya saw his angry appearance, her heart was just grieving,
Haoden Ye’s appearance today floating in her mind, suddenly wondering
if she had made the right or wrong choice.

Snap!Just after Xu Guiya finished speaking, she received a slap on the
cheek.



Zhang Wuxuan scolded with an angry face, “Bitch, you still have the
nerve to say, if you hadn’t acted so badly and revealed it, how could Sun
Qian see that we were plotting against Haoden Ye!How dare you speak
after spoiling the good old word!”

Xu Guiya was grieving in her heart and her eyes immediately filled with
tears, lowering her head and not daring to speak.

“Well, ugly woman, I’ll make you look good if you don’t toast me!”Zhang
Wuxuan snorted coldly, a smirk appearing at the corner of his mouth.

A night of silence, the next morning, the crowd packed up their things
and drove back, Zhang Wuxuan and his attitude towards Haoden Ye’s
three people was cold, but they also knew that it was not good to just
leave the three people, but also drive them back.

The car stopped at the entrance to the village and three people got out,
with Zhang Wuxuan trying to make one last effort.

“Although this time is unpleasant, but it’s all Haoden Ye’s fault alone,
although Miss Sun doesn’t believe me, I have rather than blame you, this
is my business card, you can contact me in the future if you need
anything!”

After saying that handed over a business card, but Sun Qian did not
even pick up, straight back to the village.

Zhang Wuxuan had a smirk on his lips and said in his heart, “I’ll let you
know right away that you can’t do without me!”

When the three of them returned home, they saw their grandmother
walking around inside the yard, looking very anxious as soon as they
entered.



Seeing the three people return, Sunmum hurried forward, “Little Wei,
Little Qian, it’s not good, something happened to your father!”

Upon hearing this, Sun Wei was shocked and quickly said, “What’s
wrong?”

Mother Sun’s tears immediately came down and she sobbed, “This
morning your father went to ask for your salary and was beaten up by
the stone factory, he is now inside the hospital, he hasn’t woken up yet!”

Sun Wei Sun Qian’s face changed drastically when he heard this, and
now he didn’t hesitate to go to the hospital with his grandmother.

It is said to be a hospital, but in reality it is a small clinic in the
countryside with very poor medical care, and at best it can treat a
common fever and cold.

Sun’s father was lying unconscious in a hospital bed with a bandage on
his head and a sling bottle in his hand, receiving an IV.

“Doc, how’s my man doing?”As soon as she came over, the
grandmother tugged on the doctor here.

Most of the country doctors were familiar with the locals, and of course
this man also knew Mother Sun, and he was busy saying, “Auntie Sun,
Uncle Sun is in a very serious condition, at the very least he has a
severe concussion.”

“Ah!”Sun’s mother doesn’t know anything about medicine, and in her
ears the medical term concussion is like a death sentence, and her face
immediately starts to despair.

That doctor couldn’t actually see what was wrong with Sun’s father and
said it was a concussion to actually scare Sun’s mother.



Save others to see it, don’t want to give Sun mother scared into this,
quickly said: “Don’t worry, I have control of Uncle Sun’s condition, but
we still need to send to the city hospital!”

Mother Sun cried out with a wow and sat on the floor, patting her thighs,
“What kind of sin do you think our family has created!”

Seeing her mother crying, Sun Qian’s eyes also turned red and she
sobbed.

Sun Wei gritted his teeth, it looked like if the condition of his old father
in the hospital bed wasn’t known, he would have to fight for his life
against the stone factory owner!

Haoden Ye had been a cold-eyed observer, his heart disease was not as
worried as they were.

Chapter 228
The reason he wasn’t worried was because he didn’t see anything
different on Father Sun’s forehead, which meant that Father Sun’s life
was not in danger right now.

He was farther away from Sun’s father and couldn’t see what was wrong
with him at the moment.

Seeing the Sun family’s mother and daughter so sad, Haoden Ye quickly
said, “Auntie, don’t worry, uncle is not in danger, he’s just in a coma, he
doesn’t need to go to the city’s big hospital.”

Mother Sun didn’t know that Haoden Ye knew medical arts, and
immediately had a hopeful look on her face when she heard, grabbing
Haoden Ye’s clothes, “Are you serious, your uncle he’s just in a coma?”



Sun Qian and Sun Wei also revealed surprised looks, they didn’t
understand why Haoden Ye said so with such certainty.

The doctor, however, looked ugly, feeling challenged, and snarled,
“Don’t move don’t talk nonsense, it’s because of your uneducated family
members that many patients die from medical problems!”

Of course Sun Wei didn’t believe Haoden Ye either and said with a cold
face, “What the doctor said, Little Ye, don’t talk nonsense if you don’t
understand!”

Smiling slightly, Haoden Ye didn’t get angry at all because of the two
people’s accusations, but said, “I run a pharmacy, and I know a little bit
about medicine, uncle is really fine, don’t worry!”

“Huh!Nonsense!”

The doctor was furious, it was ridiculous that a guy who ran a pharmacy
would dare to provoke him, a regular doctor: “You say he’s fine, then tell
me why exactly he’s unconscious!”

“This… “Haoden Ye frowned at that and said honestly, “I don’t know
yet!”

Upon hearing this, Sun mother’s face was sad again, and slightly angry,
and Sun Wei was even more furious: “You don’t understand how to
comfort people indiscriminately, if something happens to my father, are
you responsible?”

Although Sun Qian felt that her brother’s words were a bit heavy, and
she originally believed in Haoden Ye’s medical skills, but now she also
felt that Haoden Ye was a bit too much.

We’re all sad, what are you talking about?



The doctor even smirked, no longer paying attention to Haoden Ye at all,
and said to Sun’s mother, “I’ve called the city hospital, but it will take
more than two hours for the ambulance to come, so we’d better not
disturb the patient during this time!”

Under this situation, Sun’s mother could only nod her head, while
Haoden Ye was worried about his father’s safety and quickly said, “Can I
see uncle first!”

“I said, the patient needs rest!”The doctor grew impatient, and his anger
filled his face.

“Don’t worry, I’m a doctor too, just take a look and I’ll know exactly
what’s wrong with uncle!”

Haoden Ye quickly explained.

The doctor’s face became even uglier, Haoden Ye was clearly saying that
he didn’t see what was wrong with Sun’s father at all, he was a regular
doctor, how could he be in a good mood when he was provoked so
much by a clinic owner?

“This gentleman, I’ve been putting up with you for the sake of you being
a patient’s family, don’t go too far, this is my hospital, I say the patient
needs to rest, you prefer to bother, are you responsible for anything that
happens?”The doctor was angry.

Haoden Ye laughed bitterly in his heart, knowing that the doctor had
misunderstood his meaning, and quickly said, “Don’t misunderstand, I
just want…”

Before he could finish, Sun Wei suddenly raged, “Surnamed Ye, you’ve
had enough!”



Everyone was shocked and looked over, but they saw Sun Wei pointing
at Haoden Ye with an angry face, “People’s doctors have said Dad needs
to rest, what are you still nagging for, do you have to be happy that
something happened to my dad?”

“Brother, don’t be angry, Haoden Ye is worried about Dad too!”Sun Qian
hurried to persuade her, but she was given a hard stare by Sun Wei.

“Sis, you’ve always been smart, why did you get stupid when you met
this man, what does he have to make you treat him so well!”

Sun Wei has long been dissatisfied with Haoden Ye, with an angry face,
“With your looks and talent, you can’t find any kind of man if you want to
find one, he’s just a man who runs a pharmacy.”

“Because of him, you’ve had such a bad relationship with Zhang, I’m not
going to say anything, but now that Dad is like this, he still doesn’t know
how to find trouble, can I not be angry?”

“If you’re going to argue outside, this is a hospital!”

When the doctor saw that Haoden Ye’s behavior had angered Sun Wei,
he smirked in his heart, but he was also afraid that Sun Wei would make
noise to other patients.

Sun Qian was scolded by her brother, and her eyes immediately turned
red, her brother had never been mean to her since she was a child, but
she never expected to be so angry today.

Seeing Sun Wei so distrustful of himself, Haoden Ye smiled bitterly in
his heart, but Sun father’s safety was very important to him.



“Brother Sun, I know you don’t believe in my medical skills, I can prove
it to you, I have a few well-connected doctors in the city who can prove it
to you!”

Upon hearing this, the doctor immediately smirked and said disdainfully,
“Who doesn’t know two city doctors!”

Sun Wei was already angry, and seeing that Haoden Ye still wouldn’t
give up, he almost wanted to hit someone.

“I know President Li from the Central Hospital, as well as Professor Hua
and Dr. Jiao Yuchun from the Spiritual Medicine Hall, and they’re all very
positive about my medical skills!”Haoden Ye opened his mouth.

Upon hearing this, everyone in the room was dumbfounded, not to
mention the doctor, even Sun Wei and his mother felt ridiculous.

“You, who run a clinic, know the director of the Central Hospital, and
Professor Hua?”

The doctor laughed in anger and pointed at Haoden Ye, “Okay, prove it
to me!”

Sun Wei was also furious and jerked up his sleeves, “Now you prove it
to me, and if you can’t, don’t blame me for being rude!”

Haoden Ye had no choice but to dial Dean Li’s cell phone number, while
setting the phone to amplifier.

Everyone looked at the phone, and after a few beeps, came President
Li’s voice, “Hey, Dr. Ye, why are you free to call me today?”



“Dean Li, it’s like this, a friend of mine is sick in the hospital, I want to
help him with his treatment, but the doctors here don’t believe I know
anything about medicine, so help me explain!”Haoden Ye hurriedly said.

“Oh, that’s right, give that doctor the phone!”Dean Lee listened
immediately.

“Just say the word, my phone is on public release!”Haoden Ye
immediately.

President Li cleared his throat and spoke in a serious tone, “Hello, I am
Li Cunrui, President of the Central Hospital, this number can be found
on our hospital website, you can take a look!”

At the phone call from Dean Li, everyone was stunned, especially that
doctor, whose jaw dropped to the floor.

Dean Lee didn’t know that this doctor was actually one of his students,
and it was Dean Lee who had taught him in medical school in the first
place.

“Old…teacher, I’m Sun Wen…I know you!”Hearing the teacher’s voice
again, Sun Wen sounded a little excited.

“Sun Wen?Ah, I remember, you’re the one who went back to the village
to become a doctor after completing your studies, I remember or I
personally gave you a certificate to practice medicine!”

President Zhang even remembered him, he even said, “That’s good,
immediately give your patient to Dr. Ye, his medical skills are better than
both you and me!”

Chapter 229



Hanging up the phone, the doctor looked at Haoden Ye stunned, it was
hard to think, a pharmacy can make the teacher so respect.

The Sun family was also stunned one by one, the director of the central
hospital actually said that Haoden Ye’s medical skills were even better
than his, which made them almost suspect that they were dreaming.

Sun Wei, in particular, felt just a little dizzy and couldn’t tell reality from
fantasy.

“To be able to diagnose your uncle?”Haoden Ye smiled at the doctor.

The doctor came back to his senses and looked a little more respectful
when he looked at Haoden Ye again, “Of course!”

The two of them went inside the hospital room, and Haoden Ye began to
diagnose Sun’s father, and the doctor kept watching, carefully observing
Haoden Ye’s actions.

Although he was arrogant, he truly wanted to help the people in the
village, and was very serious in his pursuit of medicine, so when he met
an expert like Haoden Ye today, he naturally wanted to study hard.

But Haoden Ye didn’t diagnose his pulse, but instead carefully observed
Sun’s father, frowning and pondering for a while, before saying, “I’ve
finished diagnosing!”

“Is that the end of it?”The doctor was a little intent on feeling like he
hadn’t learned anything yet.

“Well!Uncle this was just a heavy blow to the head that caused shock,
because he was already engaged in physical work and his heart was on
fire.”



“After the heavy blows that Reitai suffered, his instincts closed his
meridians and his heart chakra was on fire, leaving him unable to wake
up!I’ll just stick it twice with acupuncture!”

Haoden Ye said, pulling out his silver needles and acupuncturizing his
father Sun’s body.

As he wrote it down, Father Sun’s body shuddered slightly, then slowly
opened his eyes!

Seeing this scene, the doctor was impressed, he used all his methods to
fail to diagnose, unexpectedly Haoden Ye looked twice and saw the
problem.

“Mr. Ye’s medical skills are truly brilliant!”The doctor couldn’t help but
give a thumbs up.

And seeing Sun’s father woke up, the rest of the Sun family also
gathered around, Sun’s mother was concerned about asking about the
situation, while Sun Wei was furious, “Dad, what’s going on, the
surname Zhao hit you, right?”

Father Sun comforted Mother Sun and his face became angry, gasping,
“This surname Zhao is too unreasonable, he’ll be fine after he starts to
balance the meridians!”Haoden Ye saw that Father Sun looked agitated
and quickly told the crowd.

“Yes, yes, Yeh’s right!”Mother Sun quickly nodded and pulled everyone
out, which was why she looked grateful to Haoden Ye, “Little Ye, it’s
really thanks to you this time, I didn’t expect you to learn medical skills
so well!”



Of course, she was also happy because Haoden Ye had helped their
family save a lot of money, and God knows how much it would have cost
if Father Sun had gone into town.

Haoden Ye smiled modestly and was about to say something when he
suddenly felt something wasn’t right and looked carefully but couldn’t
see Sun Wei’s figure, surprised, “Where is Brother Sun?”

Only then did everyone realize that Sun Wei was missing, and Sun’s
mother looked panicked and said anxiously, “It’s bad, Little Wei is a
hot-tempered person, he must have gone to the sandbox to look for
Factory Director Zhao!”

At her words, Sun Qian looked tense as well.

Haoden Ye was also worried in his heart and hurriedly said, “I’ll go and
persuade him back!”He said and hurried to the door.

Mother Sun was afraid that Haoden Ye didn’t know the location of the
stone factory and was going to follow, but Sun Qian held her back,
“Mom, you take care of Dad, I’ll go with Haoden Ye!”After saying that he
followed Haoden Ye out.

The two men hitched a cab at the gate and made their way to the stone
factory.

In less than twenty minutes, the two men arrived at the entrance to the
stone factory.

And at this time inside the stone factory, Sun Wei with a stick in his
hand, angry at the obese middle-aged man in front of him: “surnamed
Zhao, you hide behind people what skills, have the guts to come out!”



Across from him stood six or seven bare-chested stone factory workers,
all holding sticks in their hands as well, all looking at Sun Wei with
unkind faces, while Factory Director Zhao hid behind them, looking
angry.

“Sun Wei, you’re too arrogant, do you think I’m easy to bully?The
factory is not very profitable this year. You know that, don’t you?You
delayed the work of the factory before I had him beaten!”

“Little Sun, Director Zhao is right, don’t you know what’s going on in the
factory these days?We’ve got mountains of rocks and can’t sell them,
and no one is getting paid, not just you.”

So many words at once, Plant Manager Zhang gasped repeatedly.

“You’ve also worked in the factory for so long, do you need to make a
scene?”An older, older worker also tried to persuade Sun Wei.

It turns out that this stone factory is also considered an important
industry in the village, and many men in the village don’t want to go to
the city to work, so they come here to work.

It used to be fine, but a few months ago, for some unknown reason, the
factory suddenly had fewer orders, and business went quiet.

Their village belongs to the poor village, except for this stone factory,
there is basically nothing to make money, now the livelihood is gone,
even the best relations are deadlocked.

“That’s right, how many people in our village are counting on the factory
to work, who asked you to be lazy when you work yourself and still want
a wage?If you dare to fight the factory manager, your old Sun family
won’t be able to hang around our village!”The other younger one
followed suit.



“I pooh, I Sun Wei work hard or not you who is not clear, surnamed Zhao
this is to see our Sun family is easy to bully before sacking me, you still
know we are the countryside folks, with my father to fight when you did
not polite, I’m fighting with you today!”

The more Sun Wei heard, the angrier he became, and swung his stick at
it.

Naturally, those workers were not polite and also went forward to fight.

Sun Wei was strong, but he was still at a disadvantage against a few
people, and he gave a few smashes to his head and bleeding.

Factory Manager Zhao was also afraid that he would be unconscious
like Father Sun and wiped his sweat, “You guys do it gently, don’t get
killed!”

Just at this time, a loud shout suddenly came from the distance, “Stop!”

As soon as Factory Manager Zhao looked up, he saw a shadow of a man
arrive in the middle of the crowd like a gust of wind, and then he heard a
scream as a worker flew right out and landed heavily in front of him.

“Who…who are you!?”Zhao factory manager was shocked and quickly
hid behind the two workers, looking at the visitors angrily.

Several of the other workers also stood at a distance, surprised at the
sudden killing of the man.

In the middle of the crowd, Haoden Ye stood in front of Sun Wei and bent
down to check his wounds, looking concerned, “Brother Sun, are you
okay?”



Sun Wei has just been holding his head, do not know what happened,
only to hear a shout “stop” then the crowd came to a halt, thought it was
the police.

At this time, when he heard Haoden Ye’s voice, he raised his head and
looked at him in surprise, “Haoden Ye?What are you doing here?What
just happened!”Looking at a man lying on the ground, he looked even
more surprised, “You hit him?”

Haoden Ye nodded slowly, and Sun Wei looked even more surprised,
unable to figure out how Haoden Ye, who looked so gentle, could kick
someone out so far with one kick.


